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Meeting, 26th July 1988

Grand Committee Room

AGENDA

, 6pm Introductory Remarks, Mr Nicholas Winterton MP

6.05 pm Mr Peter Hayes, Chairman, Plan Invest Group.

6.40 pm Mr John Dyer, Chairman, Barlow Clowes Investors Group

6.55 pm Contributions from the floor, questions from the press

7.20 pm Meeting closed. Photocall, outside Westminster Hall
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26th July 1988

A Speech Made to M.P.s in the Grand Committee Room,

House of Commons by Peter Hayes, A.C.I.E.

I have come here today to identify myself as Nicholas Winterton's constituent
- the one who wrote to him several times in 1984 and 1985 expressing concelu
about persons, firms and companies carrying on securities business without
a License from the Department of Trade & Industry permitting them to do so.

I was the Managing Director of a company based in Macclesfield, Cheshire when
I wrote the letters to Nicholas Winterton, my Member of Parliament. It is
a company which I started to offer financial planning advice and an investment
management service. The company is called Plan Invest Group plc and today
I am its Chairman. It is as the Chairman of Plan Invest Group plc - as the
spokesman for that company that I address you.

I am the holder of the Trustee Diploma of the Chartered Institute of Bankers
which I received in 1966. I am an occasional contributor to financial magazines,
an insurance broker, that is one who is Registered under the Insurance Brokers
Registration Act 1977, and I was the holder of a Representativds License from
1977, a License issued by the Department of Trade when it also issued a Principal's
License to Deal in Securities to Plan Invest Group plc. Those Licenses and
the Representatives' Licenses of my colleagues were maintained until this year
when they were replaced under the Financial Services Act by full membership
of FIMBRA - a Self-Regulatory Organisation which draws its powers from the
Securities and Investments Board.

My letters to Nicholas Winterton expressed general concern about those in
the Securities Industry operating without a License to Deal in Securities
and specifically in Lelation to Barlow Clowes even though I did not refer
to them by name. I had no doubt then nor have I now that the Department of
Trade knew it was Barlow Clows about whom I was expressing concern. Mr.
Winterton forwarded my letters to the Department of Trade and passed back
to me thelr replies. Eventually I wrote direct to the Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State for Corporate and Consumer Affairs - Alex Fletcher, now
Sir Alex Fletcher, and I also wrote to a Civil Servant who, in due course,
took up the job of replying to my letters to Mr. Fletcher.

During the same months of 1985 I also wrote many times to 1:ASDIM, the so-
called City Watchdog, which, I recently have read, was itself extressing concern
to the Department of Trade about Barlow Clowes. NASDIM was my com;-)any's trade
association, its initials standing for the National. Association of Se
Dealers and Investment Managers bet it was also a Redulatory heap Pace
=dor the Prevention of Fraud (i siTrehts) 7,ct 1553. ISDIN tas -
curler the Financial Services Act into riNif,id Ny jettois to r:,,:uSh

Clowas bv

Cooies Le'ilters to EASDillClo.c..to Uintco-lon
:be ,,artont of I -,a-LioWE2r: t tfl Sir Csdfaaa
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To avoid any misunderstanding let me say that I do not hold any executive

office in FIMERA nor do I sit on its Council - I am just an ordinary member

of it abiding by its Rules as I abided by NASDIM's Rules and the Rules for

Licensed Dealers and for Insurance Brokers.

My correspondence with Nicholas Winterton began with a letter dated 22nd March

1984 shortly after the Budget of that year when it was announced by the Chancellor

of the Exchequer that tax relief on life assurance premiums was to be abolished

and bank interest taxed at source. This was shortly after the report on investor

protection submitted to the Government by Professor Gower which led to the

White Paper on Investor Protection which itself led to the Financial Services

Act. I had hoped in my long letter of 22nd March 1984 to demonstrate a link

between the fiscal measures put into force by a Government and their effect

on the Securities Industry. In that letter I said, and I quote, "The taxation  

of bank interest  allied to the abolition of exchan e controls in 1979 and  

what Professor Gower has in mind with his suggested Investor Protection Act

will force many so-called financial advisers to recommend offshore banks,

insurance companies and a variety of investment media wino will be able to

pay interest without deduction of U.K. tax. This Will entirely circu=ent

what Professor Gower is seeking to achieve, as there is virtually no protection

in the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and less in the  further afield so-

called tax havens, by comparison. with what is already available to the investor

by way_ofprotection_in ,the U.K. before Professor Gower's suggestions are

enshrined in an Act". The reply passed to me by Nicholas Winterton came from

the Financial Secretary to the Treasury, then John Moore. His letter concentrated

on what he described as the "overwhelming case for  the withdrawal of tax relief

for premiums paid on policies of life assurance". I was sufficiently concerned

that my point about the overlap between fiscai-legislation and the protection

of the investor had been mdssed, that I then wrote on 13th June 1984 to the

Prime Minister herself. My openind paragraph in that letter read as follows

"I am writing to you on a number of issues believing them to be associated

the one wdth the others but they can  all be reduced to the interaction of

fiscal changes and investor protection". I pointed out that I had already

written with my views on these topics to Fry Member of Parliament and that

I was, and I am quoting again, "Writing_now well ahead of the action your

Government may take following the reaort on Investor Protection by Professor

Cower" but the crucial part of that letter read as follows "The  abolition

of Life Assurance Premium Relief has already led to changes in rnyindustry,

the introduction of a composite rate of  tax  from  next  Anril on bank deuesit

accounts allied to there being no exchange controls and a strict new Investor

Protection  ;Act which may shortly be ralaced on the Statute Ecok will Tereiv

drive those with poor ethics in rity industry to operate offshore - in Gibraltar,

e Isle of T:an, the Channel Islands_anMarther afield where tbcre is virtually

no protection for investors at ail". That letter was ackr=ledged by 10 Ff=ing

Street and I subsequently received a Ehart acknowledgement froT, the Debaraent

of Trade as well tell--flQ ICI=.• that th'': points i had made hoc teen noted and

would be taken into account in NinLsters'decisions on ths ieguiaLion of financiil

7'.:Hroes. I wrote a-:aHn on :Die. Cateb,_ 1.084, the sabiest raatter Ieing ether

oblic an I:sit Trusts ioohcd tO heLiconoo-c!
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an alternative. In that letter I said "Everytime there is a scandal about

a firm engaged in my profession it adversely affects my company and
 othei-

reputable intermediaries and weakens the public's confidence in tho
se who

advise on investments. The recent floation of British Telecom has brought

a lot of Insurance Brokers out into the open and_now that they have a
 taste

for dealing in securities because  of that  issue there is likely to b
e many

more unqualified intermediaries advising the public as a direct res
ult of

this Government's policy". I received a reply via Nicholas Winterton dated

18th January 1985 again signed by Alex Fletcher rejecting my suggesti
ons for

discovering those whom I believed to be in breach of the Prevention of
 Fraud

(Investments) Act 1958 but in his letter he said that his department p
ursued

cases where it appears that a person was carrying on business in bre
ach of

that Act. As a result, on 25th January 1985 I wrote to Nicholas Winterton

again and said "I_..find it. disquieting that_ the existing legislation
_is not

beina vigcurously pursued by the DeoarUpant of Trade & Industry". 
It was

in that letter of 25th January 1985 that I obliquely referred to Barlow
 Clowes

by saying "There is a very large firm which advises members of the
 public

on investments in British Government Stocks and the business vLich i
t does

, — -
is substantial and the fifm regularly advertises in the national.yress,

 including

Financial Times. That firm is neither licensed by the Department of Trade

nor a member of NASDIM". I went on to say that I was concerned "That before_

he v'ff,'te Paper is even published,. and certainly before it_is_di-setESed:and

leads to_new legislation, that many existing investors of that.firm_and
.wouid:

re investors_may be put at risk". Elsewhere in the letter I said "I ail
 concerned

a iirm of that size yfich regularly advertises should have been
allowed

to do so much business for such a long beriod of time without anybody in
 authority

having made enquiries and made sure that it was not acting outside t
he law.

I do aboreciate the difficulties which the Department of Trade & I
ndustrY

--
nas_in_policing my industry but I would not wish the Government to he

 caught

out by_a significant failure in my industry at the very moment_when new 
legislation

aesigned to protect the investor is under discussion". Two days later, in

the Sunday Times of 27th January 1985, there was an article headed "Gilt
 Scheme

under Threat". That article specifically referred to Barlow Clowes and said

that the fi= was applying for both Licensed Dealer and Licensed Deposit Taker

status. It said that the firm had attracted 50,000 clients with an average

vest7cht of £8,000 each, a total of £400 mdllion with literature, and I

guoting from the article that promises "a hidh guaranteed return from
ailt

c securities". It also referred to the tax loophole upon which Earlow

cebA:te pi_ccoL was 'be-thieved to hinge a loophole,it was ruy=red might le:! closed

the nrrt 5uddet, which allow.od basic rate taxp:,.. as, "to turn ted
7,-•r '
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expressed concern. It is not my function to police the Securities Industry
and as it seers apparent that you know the  flint I am conceLned about no doubt
your Department will be takin whatever action it considers necessary bearing
in mind  the effect of the Inland Revenue's statement". What had happened
on that day was an announcement by the Revenue to stop bondwashing. As far
as I was concerned that finished Barlow Clowes product from a tax point of
view and I therefore was concerned that it might put the firm under considerable
financial and commercial pressure and merely increased my worries about the
fiim. In the last paragraph of my letter I returned to an old theme of mdne,
that was the number of unit trust intermediaries operating without a license
from the Department of Trade. The reply to that letter of 28th February 1985
took a long time in coming, approximately three months, it was dated 24th
May 1985 and came to me from a Civil Servant in the Department of Trade who
made it clear that he had been asked to reply to my letter to the Parliamentary
Under-Secretary of State for Corporate and Consumer Affairs. In regretting
the delay in replying his letter concentrated entirely on my point about unit
trust intenmediaries and rade no reference to the malor point, i.e. the Inland
Revenue statement and the effect it would have on Pavlov Clowes.

Consequently when I wrote back to him on 23th May 1985 1 expressed astonishment
and disrav at what I regarded as a lack of action by the Department of Trade
in not pursuing those who might need licenses and attempted to bring the
correspondence back to Barlow Cloves by saving "I_have rade it very
in previous correspondence that a very large firm which advertises. -
is neitber licensed no- a member of NASDEtand Alex_
to re has made it equally clear that he knows perfectly well L f  LO ten
I _have_referred but_ so far as I know that firm is still tl
monies from the public. As I underst=d it that barticular
:or a license from the Department of Trade. It seems to me.
firm should he forced to discor,tinue activities_un.til a oe:71-Q.s._1.2,E=1:-

(„ianted to it or a license should be immediately issued. I find
understand way action has not been taken against that firm,_ _
which have dealt in securities since October 1982 and ha-,/e Lc
to_even_apoly for a license". finished the letter with the
"1 wouTd be orateful if you bor f7bene

appropriate Minister in charge

received a reboy but
mnt,a-r-1 1(-
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Whilst that correspondence was taking place I was also writing, as I have
said, to NASDIM. My first letter was dated 23rd January 1985 and it was following
a meeting of NASDIM local to me, a meeting which I chaired at the request
of NASDIM and which was addressed by its Secretary, John Grant. For some
hours before the meeting he had sat in my office to discuss who might be present,
members and would-be members of NASDIM, and I mdstakenly, I later found out,
understood that Barlow Clowes had applied to NASDIM for membership. I was
concerned that Barlow Clowes mdght join NASDIM under a vetting or membership
procedure which might have been inadequate because of the size of Barlow Clowes'
business. Consequently I wrote on that date to NASDIM to let them know that
I had been told in confidence that, "The Stock Exchange had made enquiries
of at least some stockbrokers regarding stock and  share dealing by the would-
be-member' of NASDIM. The implication behind these enquiries is that some 
stockbroker has had a bad experience and I suspect that experience is to do

with late settlement of purchases. This may very well be one of those applications
where you may feel that an independent firm of chartered accountants should
look at the applicant's books before the application progresses  too far".
In his reply John Grant corrected my mistake and told me that Barlow Cloves

had not applied for NASDTM membership but that it had applied to the Department
of Trade for a license. He did not mention the firm by name but if he did
not know about whom I was talking how would he have known it had applied to
the Department of Trade?

I wrote aeain to him on 28th January, however, 1985 remember, to send him
a copy of the Sunday Times article I have mentioned a few minutes ago and
in that letter I said "I thoughthyou should see  what was written in the Sunday
Times on 27th January regarding Barlow Clowes. I find it  astonishing that
that firm should now have 50,000 clients with £400 million under management
and be neither_ a Licensed Dealer nor  a Licensed Deposit Taker". I wrote again

on 31st January 1985 and said "You may well remember that we touched upon
that firm when you were showing me  a list  of the NASDIM  members whom you expected
to turn up at the Handforth meeting. One of the names on that list was D.C.
Wilson who was indeed present that evening_and whom I know to some extent.

here I suspect may lie a probleM for _NASD-IM as -i—ETSW--b7G:-b-n-S--r7gUlrr-7Y
recosuend the other film's product, or is it a service? I am sure that D.C.
Wilsons must be well aware of the fact that the firm which they recommend

to their_ clents are, unlike them, not members of NASDIM nor yet licensed
dealers and so perhaps it poses a Question as to whether or not a member of

CDI should recomv-nd to its clients the  product and/or service of sci7ebody

who is not a nemOer of  ‘YSIDDI nor yet licensed. Whether this is entirely
a natter for D.C. Wilsons or a rratter upon which  NASDE": feels it  should have
ah opinion and indeed a stronoly he id view I for one certainly dc not know

msntion it as a potential area of difficulty".

this letter was acknoledded and i was readnded in the ackhowleemo-nt that
kiTty hEd issued a general warnind adainst NASDEt =bets aclihd as a rcuLe

- h which a client T-ght fisd himself dealing wth so=sna unauhorised
secur-ites hu T heiHeve it nfsuotad INA&DII,T into issuing a cj-curF-

, datad 27th 1935 an6i_iiih
Cc.un's '-egs
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the part of the unregulated originator could involve members of NASDIM".

The circular went on to point out that, "Every NASDIM member has a responsibility

to consider not only the nature of the investments for which the fian is acting
as a distributor but also the demonstrated competence and professional standards
of their originator". As I had written to the Department of Trade on the
very day the Inland Revenue changed the Rules, or announced its intention

so to do, of accrued interest on British Government Stocks, so on 7th March
1985 I also wrote to NASDIM making the same point to them. I had occasion
to write to NASDIM on a number of other dates in 1985.

On 14th May I wute to NASDIM and said "A client of my company recently told
me he had been offered a very high monthly tax-free income  showing a yield

that I certainly for one could not possibly hope to match. I asked him to
let Fe have details and I enclose with this letter a photocopy of what he
sent to me. You  will see that it is from_ a member of NASDIM and as a result
of reading the enclosures I telephoned the people offering this advisory service
and asked them where the  money would be invested.  The answer was British

Government Stocks and I then asked whether the monies would be invested in
mv name or somebody else's. The answer to that question was Barlow Cloves.
uniess Barlow Clowes have recently become a member of NASDE4 or  become a Licensed
Dealer in Securities, which to my knowledge they have not, it seems to me

that what is being offered is in direct contravention of the warning contained
in the recent NASDIM bulletin to all members, that is not to advise clients
to invest monies in non-licensed or non-member firms. Quite apart from tr
point of view it seems to me that what is  being done is bondwashing which
was recently the subject of an Inland Revenue notice._ J*-a_assured_when

I raised this question that it was not bondwashing but reading the notes enclosed
and the concentration on the tax exemption being of a Capital Gains Tax nature
it seems to me that it must be of a bondwashing nature".

Sadly I did not make a note of the firm recomrending the service or product
at that time but I did identify one other intermediary in my letter to Nza_SDE1
of 24th Sebtember 1985 headed "Retired Persons InvesUnenl and Pensions Advisory

Service", I said, "A client of mine has sent to me the enclosed which as you
will see is a NASDIM member recommending Barlow Clowes service/product.
have checked with the Department of Trade before writing to you and they informed

me that Barlow Clowes are not Licensed Dealers in Securities and I am aware
of the two circulars which NASDE,: has sent out advising them not to rcean

products or services of anyone else who is either not a csmber

r pet-let-wise is a Licensed Dealer in Securities. T leave

De-tired Persons investrent and Pensidns Adv-isory Spry
that is still acrainst the. NSDIT,', rules.

was prepared on their current understandinc_of
practice but my knowledce of that tonic is that i
dalch will f-neke the tax advan -

thoupht that should ha7e ' bre, to the attenticn of
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ratch the income or yield advertised and that, of course, was the first thing
which made me wonder. What also troubled me, indeed surprised me, was that
so far as I was aware Barlow Clowes had only one product to offer and it stood
or fell on the taxation treatment of accrued interest on British Government
Stocks, that is why I wrote to the Department of Trade on the day the Inland
Revenue announced its intentions to change the taxation treatment to emphasise
the fact that it would have a detrimental affect on Barlow Clowes. Effectively
it killed off their product and'I was therefore very surprised later in the
year for the film to have been licensed because so far as I was concerned
it had virtually nothina left to sell. However, I took the view that having
made as many corrents as I had on so many different occasions, both to the
Department of Trade and to NASDE1 which itself I believed to have expressed
concern that if the Department of Trade after, no doubt making more than usual
enquiries I weuld have thought because of what I had been saying in my letters
to them and to NASDIM, that it must be alright and that presumably Barlow
Clowes had developed their product range.

It was scae time before I was aware of Barlow Clowes International based in
Gibraltar. I saw its advertisements from time to ime. There was one in a
magazine called "Lookout", a magazine for those living in Spain. AccoTadinc
to the January 1987 edition, Barlow Clowes International IrimLited was offering
an 11.43 guaranteed return for December 1986 with an expected peformance rate
of 11.3, this from ailt-based investments. I frankly did not understand
what that meant. Nor did I understand parts of the rest of the advertisement
which said "No hidden charges, no front end loading, no bid/offer spread".
It has to be said that Barlow Clowes International Limited was an entirely
separate company to the U.K. one which also bore the name Barlow Cloves, Put
the business, that is the business of managing investments, was the same and
the emphasis on British Government Stocks was the same and the Gibraltar company
I do not think would have blossomed if it had not been for a change in the
treatment of taxation by the U.K. Government. I imacine the U.K. Government
would not have chanced the rules of taxation on accured interest on British
Government Stocks unless it wished to stop people from avoiding taxation so

subseQuentiv, license a business whose product is to avoid that taxation?
atental consequences for the protection of the investor I believe were
Quite clear in the correspondence I have read out to you tonight and

timing of the warning to the Department of Trade was the actual day when
the Inland Pevenue announced the change in taxation. If the U.K. business

I alew Cloes had not been licensed a (31graltar company could still have
think Lhe existence cf.' a licenned U.K. c=any cave crcalhilty
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a tax point of view, what it changes and the reaction to it by the investment

community and always there will be a demand for a product which at least appears

to offer a tax advantage. If you bolt on to that apparent tax advantage an

above-average income and put a guarantee on it as well, it will sell like

hot cakes because it is something that we are all looking for. It has long

been my view that there should be a person charged with the protection of

the investor in the Treasury as well as in the Department of Trade and in

the Securities and Investments Board. My company is obliged under the Financial

Services Act to have a Compliance Officer to make quite sure my company remains

in compliance with the law. I suggest that a Combliance Officer is needed

in the Treasury to consider the potential effects on the investing public

as chances in taxation are under consideration.

Ply final points are to try to suggest a way in which this sort of thing is

unlikely to occur again. The Financial Services Act has brought with it

an astonishing nurher of new rules and reaulations with which ar:a others

in the Securities Industry are now struagling. I a: hauny to stru

these new rules. I have rode it clear that I have clangs asifoa UI

and regulations of whatever the appropriate authorit-P rca, indeed hare

out of my way to do so and i a-a happy to go on clo±ac so but scpec of

the new rules that is, are not workable and they are ract practicable ana,

are tackling the problem from the wrona end. It is far edsiet to itrpt
hurber of products available and ensure that all such pacoclricts ate coa:1 -pactuc• e

and manaaed by good and reputable and experienced
ruch less who the retailers are, the intermediaries or insurance treers

other sorts of brokers or middierca or salesmen or cons,litants or whates

they are called, because if they only have good products to sell the wstst

thing that they can do is to sell acod products to the wrcea people but to

try to police thousands upon thbusands of retailers %,:no are c:7ecie of doerc-risc

stranae variants of products for therstives so that yes end. P- with a -Lure

of a product and a service leavina ueorle in the business sUcias rustl

confused as to whether a fins is offering a product or e sarurcia or a
both is ilae.:re the danger Tieo. Those in the Securitito sad Invt

eard and those in the self- dt orcauisatione, chrot of

which I am a rturber are do
the 1.ea-Isla',-ion which brought
it was supiposod to be bc,dause

their hest but they are not
ihto baharc, 17Jr
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